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An elegant, high quality,  circular surface mount light with a 
7 watt warm white LED giving superior 300 lumen light output
whilst using only 1/10 the power of a conventional light.
Also includes 10 x standard Red LED's for night vision.
Touch pad on / off switch and touch pad dimmer 
control is located on the light.
The dimmer allows 3 settings of brightness for both the red 
and white lights.  White plastic body with frosted diffused lens.
Suitable for both 12 volt and 24 volt. 

RWB5791 12 / 24 volt hi-power 7 watt 300 lumen LED
 includes White & red lights, switch & dimmer
 Width : 130mm   Height : 25mm

Dual  Red / White  With  Switch & Dimmer

LED  Cabin  Light  Hi - Power  7  Watt

An elegant, attractive, high quality circular surface mount light with 
a very bright 7 watt warm white LED giving superior 300 lumen 
output whilst using only 1/10 the power of a conventional light. 
White plastic body with white light and frosted diffused lens. 
Switch not included.  Suits both 12v & 24v.

RWB5790 12 / 24 volt 3 watt LED 300 lumen
 Width : 130mm   Height : 25mm

LED  Cabin  Light  Hi - Power  7  Watt
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7 - Lighting  -  LED  -  Cabin  Interior  

These Fluro style LED cabin lights have very bright 0.4 watt 
warm white LED’s with 50,000 hour life.
Ideal for boats, caravans and RV’s.
They have a very high lumen total output with a diffused lens 
to spread the light.  These lights suit both 12 volt & 24 volt.
Available in 2 styles -
A Single style light that has 12 x 0.4 watt LED’s with a single  
 on / off  rocker switch and a total Light output of 142 lumen
A Double style light that has 24 x 0.4 watt LED’s with an off /  
 on / on rocker switch so you can have 12 x LED’s lit or the  
 full 24 x LED’s lit.  Total Light output of 284 lumen.
Dimensions : 400mm L x 78mm W x 30mm H

RWB1238 Single light - 12 x LED’s suits both 12 & 24 volt
RWB1239 Double light - 24 x LED’s suits both 12 & 24 volt

LED  Cabin  Lights - Fluro  Style

LED  Cabin  Light - Fluro  Style

A fluro style LED cabin light that has an extremely bright light 
output of 430 lumens.  Ideal for boats, caravans and RV’s.
Includes 32 x 0.5 watt high quality Samsung warm white LED’s 
with 50,000 hour life.  Clear diffused lens.
The light is only 23mm height for a slim appearance.
This light suits both 12 volt & 24 volt.  9 Watt.  430 lumen.
On / off switch on end of light.  Light is dimmable.
Dimensions : 330mm L x 70mm W x 23mm H

RWB1231 32 x LED’s suits both 12 & 24 volt
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